TIP #1 AGE FACTOR
The first major factor a new Little League coach must understand is the age factor. This should be a "nobrainer" but I have personally observed coaches trying to run pro style practices that last for 3 hours and
include military style warm up routines. This is just not appropriate for a young team comprised of
mostly 10, 11, and 12 year olds. Limit your practice to one and half to two hours max. There is no need
for excessive warm up drills because players of this age have young muscles that will not require much
warming up. Lastly, do not attempt to teach too many skills in one secession as the young mind will only
retain so much information.
TIP #2 RECRUIT ASSISTANTS
The ability to run a quality practice will increase greatly with utilizing two to three assistants to help run
practice. For example, two coaches can run infield drills, a third coach can run outfield drills, and a
fourth coach can run a bullpen secession with a pitcher and a catcher. The great thing is that this is all
happening at the same time! The bottom line is that there is strength in numbers and so much more can
be accomplished with more help.
TIP #3 RITUALS & ROUTINES
There is nothing that can raise the anxiety of a youngster or their parents for that matter more than
inconsistency. If the coach says practice is at 4pm then coach better be there at 4pm. Practice should be
held at least twice a week before the season starts and at least once a week when the season starts.
Practice should only be cancelled for extreme circumstances such as poor weather. The same practice
shouldn't be run every week but aspects of practice can become routine. Examples of this would be a 15
minute break after the first hour of practice, taking a lap around the field to begin or end practice,
talking about the upcoming week's games at the end of practice, etc. Creating solid rituals and routines
for your team will give the young players the organization and structure that they need.
Tip #4 Planning Practices in Advance
One of the worst things a new Little League coach can do at a practice is simply not know what to do
next. The new coach has just completed a great batting practice with the team that has lasted about an
hour and there is an hour left in practice. He calls the team in and sits there with coaches trying to figure
out what to do next. While coach is trying to figure things out, "Little Johnny" just kicked "Little Tommy"
and "Little Timmy" just ran off the field because he's bored. This could all be prevented by simply
planning practice a head of time. A new coach should have a note book with practice drills and ideas for
practice. Always plan ahead because practice time is valuable time that should never be wasted.
Tip #5 Improvising
Only five players showed up to practice this week and you are thinking about sending them home. Don't
send them home, don't get frustrated, and don't panic. First, with this kind of poor turn out you may
want to contact parents ( preferably before they leave the park if they are dropping off and returning
later) and let them know that practice will only be an 1 hour or an hour and a half. Run a small batting
practice, run some small drills, or have a game of hits, runs, and errors. You might even be able to do all
three. Having some practice plans for smaller groups is also something that can go into that practice
notebook that was discussed earlier.
Tip #6 Fundamentals

Baseball at the Little League level should be about mastering fundamental skills like throwing, fielding,
and hitting. Fundamental skills should be included in every practice.
Tip #7 Advanced Skills
Certain advanced skills may not be a part of every practice especially in the beginning of the season
when fundamentals may need to be 100% of the focus. You may not have time at every practice to
practice advanced skills like executing a proper rundown, stealing bases, delayed steals, double steals,
etc. Again don't grow frustrated and just make a plan. Only practice one advanced skill per practice for a
while. When they understand one skill then move onto another. As time goes on, these advanced
concepts can just become a regular part of practice. For example, the rundown drills that were run for a
few weeks at the end of practice can simply become a part of the regular infield practice once the team
becomes comfortable executing the rundown.
Tip #8 Experimentation
Practice is where new things can be tried and there shouldn't be fear of doing so. Trying players in
different positions should be a big part of the practice plans for several reasons. Trying everyone at
every position will help a new coach to see exactly what they have.This concept should be revisited
throughout the season because some players just take a little longer to blossom. It is also fair and will
help prevent players and parents from complaining about not getting treated fairly.
Tip #9 Problem Solving
Practice is where a coach can directly address problem areas that will certainly pop up. If the team lost a
game during the week due to a lot of base running errors then a practice with a concentration on base
running would certainly be in order. Individual problems can also be addressed like mechanical
problems with a swing, pitching mechanics for a wild pitcher, or even behavior. Practice is a perfect time
to address problems that there is just not enough time to address during the games.
Tip #10 The Fun Factor
The most important tip that a new Little League coach should follow is just allowing the kids to have
some fun during practice. Allowing the team to vote on a drill or scrimmage to end practice might be a
good idea. Maybe during a practice at the end of the season, practice can end early so the kids can go
over to the ice cream truck that pulls over in front of the field each week. Always keep in mind that Little
League is for kids and kids should have a little fun.
Little League Rules
Tip #1 Read the Rule Book !
The #1 tip about Little League rules is simply reading the rule book. Little League baseball has several
differences from the pros. A new coach who refuses to read up on the rules is setting themselves up for
embarrassment and won't be providing their team with their best effort. A new coach must take time to
read and understand the rules.
Tip #2 Stealing Bases

One of the biggest differences between the pro game and Little League is the stolen base. A big leaguer
can advance on the bases anytime the ball is considered live but a Little Leaguer has base running
restrictions that include no leading while the pitcher is setting up to pitch from the rubber and only
being able to steal once the ball crosses the plate.
Tip #3 Pitching
There are pitching restrictions at the Little League level designed to protect a young player's developing
arm. Pitchers have limitations on innings pitched and also are under a pitch count.
Tip #4 Equipment
There are slight differences in equipment as well at the Little League level. League equipment is usually
overseen by a league equipment manager. A league official should be consulted before any personal
equipment is purchased to ensure the equipment is Little League regulation. The coach should have
open communication with parents about purchasing equipment so they don't make a useless purchase.
Tip #5 League Rules
In addition to the rules in the Little League rule book, the league may also have some additional rules
that a coach should be familiar with. Maybe the home team is responsible for lining the field or the
league might have a curfew for games that run too late. This why it is important for a new coach to
attend meetings and become familiar with the inner workings of the league.
Little League Strategies
Tip #1 Pitching
A team can't have enough good pitching. Always work on developing pitchers and have as many
available pitchers as possible. Teaching your pitcher and catcher to communicate properly is key. A
pitcher and catcher should try to recognize patterns in the other team's batters and exploit their
weaknesses. A good catcher will learn to call a good game that will include changing location of the
target. A good pitcher will learn the ability to change speeds, throw different pitches, and use location to
their advantage.
Tip #2 Batting Order
A good batting order can make a difference in a game. Stringing together too many batters that strike
out a lot might not be such a good idea. A balanced order will be a productive order. Good base runners
with speed can rattle a pitcher and the defense. It might be a good idea to put these types of players at
the top of the order ( 1st and 2nd batters) so they can put pressure on an opposing team right from the
start. A team's 3,4,and 5 batters are usually power and RBI guys. It's also not a bad idea to put a really
good on base guy ( you know that player that just always gets on base anyway they can) in the 9 hole
because this player becomes a key to getting back to the top of the order. Creating a batting order that
will maximize the team's run production can be a difference maker.
Tip #3 Aggressive Base Running

Aggressive base running can be used to put pressure on the defense of the opposing team. Stretching
base hits into doubles and advancing two bases on a hit rather than one can put pressure on outfielders
to make accurate throws and make good decisions. Utilizing the stolen base, double steals, and delayed
steals can put pressure on an infield to make good decisions. These base running techniques can also
have the ability to rattle a pitcher and throw off his timing. Aggressive base running is a situational
technique and shouldn't be used to a team's detriment.
Tip #4 Bunting
Bunting in Little League has the same purpose as it does in the pro game. A player can attempt to bunt
for a base hit or attempt to sacrifice bunt to advance runners. There is not a true squeeze bunt in Little
League due to the difference in the stolen base rule. A Little League style squeeze can be attempted but
is a bit more difficult because the Little League base runner can't get the lead off of third base. However,
Little Leaguers should be taught to recognize situations in which they can bunt for a base hit such as the
"corners" ( first and third basemen) are playing too deep or the first baseman is playing too far off the
bag at first base. Also, a 3-0 count is a good time to show the defense a bunt attempt because it could
rattle a young pitcher into offering up that important walk the team needs.
Tip #5 Use Strengths To Your Advantage
Overall, the team's strengths should be used in a way to maximize how those strengths can help the
team during the game. For example, a team with a lot of good, speedy base runners shouldn't just move
base to base the entire game. A team with speed should be attempting more stolen bases and
stretching more hits. If power is a team strength then make sure the power hitters can't be pitched
around. A power hitter needs a batter behind them in the order to protect them so the pitcher can't just
serve up "garbage" to try and neutralize that power. The team's strongest players should be put in
defensive positions where they will have the most impact and this may depend on the league. For
example, if the league has a lot of late swingers that produce a lot of action to the right side then it
might make sense to have stronger defenders on the right side of the field which includes the first
basemen, second basemen, and right fielder.
Closing
A Little League team will always be a work in progress because the players are still developing mentally
and physically. Creating practices that will challenge the players to develop and grow is essential. As the
team develops and grows so should the coach. The coach must monitor the team's progress which will
allow intelligent decisions to be made about necessary position changes, philosophical changes ( for
example, are we a defense first team that doesn't need to worry about pressing to score runs or do we
need to press to score runs because our defense isn't so good right now), and changes in or added
strategies. The coach should also always be reviewing rules and regulations so that the team's
management on and off the field are high quality. Coaching a Little League team may be a bit exhausting
at times but at the end of the day when team progress has been made and the kids are happy more
often than not then it will all be worth it!

Duration: The plan is for a 90 minute practice with two coaches providing instruction and 12 kids per
team participating.

Dynamic warm-up (10 minutes)
Forget the lap and stretch. Use movement preparation to prepare for game conditions.
Form throwing (10 minutes)
Start on one knee, and work up to a regular standing throw. Most throwing warm-ups are not
supervised carefully and are therefore mindless.Have the players develop proper throwing and catching
mechanics. Proper habits developed now will last a lifetime and really pay off down the road.
Base running basics (5 minutes)
Now is a great time to teach proper base running, while also developing conditioning and getting the
players ready for the rest of practice. I like to split the players into two groups (one coach with each).
Have half of the kids go from home to first and work on rounding the bag, while the other group is
scoring from second base. Each player can get three to four trips around the bases in five minutes.
Fielding (10 minutes)
Break into groups of infielders, outfielders and catchers. Coaches should hit balls (or if you have pitchers
who are only pitchers) but it should be one right after the next. For example, hit to third and first, and
they throw across the diamond. Right after you hit a ball to the third baseman, hit one to the shortstop,
and have the middle infielders working on plays as 2B. If you have more than one coach you can have
more than one hitting grounders, or have one roving coach helping out with instruction.
Hitting (20 minutes)
Again, break players into groups. The age groups and how many coaches you have will determine how
many stations you can have. The more the better, as this means more swings in the given time frame.
Obviously with six year olds you cannot leave them alone doing tee work, but with older kids you can. I
use many different stations with tee work, soft toss and live hitting. The goal is 60-75 swings total each
in 20 minutes.
Game situation: Where's the play? (15 minutes)
Time here will depend on the age you are coaching. The more inexperienced the more time you will
need to spend on baseball basics. But even high school and college teams will benefit from situational
drills. This work can win -- or lose -- many games during the season. Rotate groups of three runners with
fielders. This is also a great conditioning drill for the base runners.
Game situational hitting (10 minutes)
This is where three kids are up to bat, and the other nine are in the field. One or two of the three kids up
to bat are on base, and a situation is given to the fielders. A live pitch is thrown, and the fielders attempt
to make the play. The hitters switch each pitch, and groups of three are rotated. I also encourage using
players at different positions so they know what to do at all times.
Conditioning (10 minutes)

I always like to put some fun conditioning drills at the end of practice. The kids love it, and they really
receive great benefit as well. Some examples are sprinting competitions, medicine ball throws, football
passes, pushups and general physical preparation. Keep it upbeat, and keep it fun!
Rules of practice for youth baseball
Fun! If practice is fun, the players will be focused. They will give 100 percent, and they certainly will look
forward to each and every practice.
Keep them moving. Players should not be standing around. They should always be moving or learning.
Always focus on positives. In my opinion there is never a good reason to yell or be negative during
practice. If a kid needs to be disciplined, that's another story, but I still don't think yelling needs to be
involved.

Time Baseball Activity
20 min Stretch, run & throwing warm-up
5 min Brief overview of goals & expectations for practice
10 min Team infield - pre-game & practice routine
15 min Fly ball & pop up communication drill
5 min Defensive 1st & 3rd calls, bunt coverage & catchers throwing to bases
5 min Coach overview of practice thus far
5 min Batting practice field preparation
20 min Group No. 1 hits - 4 players per group
1 Player - Bunts 3 & hits 8
2 Player - Warms up on deck
3 Player - Chases foul balls
4 Player - Runs base running circuit
Note: The players rotate after batter finishes
20 min Group No. 2 hits
20 min Group No. 3 hits
20 min Group No. 4 hits
5 min Field clearing
15 min Conditioning

Included in this section are practice plans and templates for the first nineteen (19) practices of the year.
These are organized so that each successive practice builds off the previous. A list with the sequence for
introducing each skill and concept precedes the practice plans. A notation is made next to each telling
which practice plan(s) the skill or concept is scheduled. Each activity in the practice plans is linked to a
diagram or explanation of how the activity is run.

At the end of the section are three 90-minute and three two-hour, mid-season, practice plans and
templates. These illustrate the timing and structure of a practice after all foundational skills and
concepts are in place.
The content of practices from mid-season on will vary from team to team depending on which aspects
of the game a coach feels their team needs work. These are designed generically for all 'Player Pitch'
levels of baseball and softball.
All teams will progress through the content at different speeds. It should not be a concern if your team
requires a few extra practices to cover the content, On the other hand some teams can get through the
content quicker, especially teams of 11-12 year olds. Note: while some of the content may seem
elementary to a veteran coach it is important to make sure the kids are competent in each piece of
content before moving on to more advanced activities.
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V. Batting Practice: A 12-Player Drill
VI. Scrimmage
Descriptions of Each Segment of the Practice Template
The practice templates in the Coaching Guide are based on the standard structure of a college baseball
practice template; modified for the 12U environment.
At the college level teams have limits to how much time they can spend on the field each week. Their
practices are designed to maximize each minute the players are ‘on the clock’. The primary concern in
the 12U environment is keeping the kids active and engaged throughout each practice. If we leave them
standing and lose their attention and it is a challenge to re-engage them. Also, constant standing
around (not having fun) is the primary reason kids leave the game.
I. Whiffle Ball Batting (Pre-Practice)
It is strongly recommended that kids who are early arrivals not play catch on their own. Don’t put balls
out prior to the start of practice.

The skills of throwing and receiving throw are the foundation of the game. The kids should always be
supervised when executing these critical skills. Instead of allowing our kids to play catch when they
arrive, set up a whiffle ball batting practice (the best type of ball to use is a ‘pickle ball’)
One coach can throw to two kids at once, two coaches can throw to four kids, and so on. A coach who
has gained proficiency at pitching in this environment can pitch to three kids at once. (additional info,
and a diagram, for Whiffle Ball Batting can be found on the COACHING GUIDE page under ‘Teaching
Points’)
Have half the kids batting and half chasing balls (they love this!). Give each player 8 swings then switch.
Note: No ‘one mores’; doing this can eat up a lot of valuable time. If a player swings and misses on their
eighth swing we tell them, “Good work. Switch to chasing balls.” Suggestion: tell the batter when they
have two or three more swings.

SAFETY:
Make it crystal clear to the kids that running through, the pitching/swinging lanes of the activity is
absolutely against the rules. They have to go around the outside. This is not as easy as simply telling
them. It will take some time, and disciplinary action, to train them that there are no exceptions to this
rule.
Make it a rule that there is to be no swinging of a bat except when at the ‘plate’ and when a coach is
pitching. Kids will want to pick up balls and try to hit them back to the coaches when picking up balls
during or at the end of the drill. Be ready to squash this activity the moment it starts. Make it clear this
will not be tolerated in any circumstance.

The origination of Whiffle Ball Batting was to give the players something to do between their arrival at
the ballpark and the official start of practice, so to not play catch unsupervised. However, since this is
such a fun activity and is only available prior to the start of practice, it becomes an incentive for kids to
arrive early. Ultimately this leads to practices starting on time with all or most kids ready to go.
II. Skill Building Warm-up
There are many activities that can warm up our players’ bodies, which at the same time develop
baseball skills. Instead of running the kids across the park and back, take them through a series of
activities that develop baseball skills. Many of the suggested activities for this part of practice rarely
make it into a practice routine for many teams. Many of the more common skill building activities that
make a the core of many practices, once learned by the players (and coaches), can be inserted into the
Skill Building Warm-up portion of practice. This frees up more time to work on Team Play activities in
the core part of a practice.
III. Playing Catch Practice
The most important part of a practice is the Playing Catch Practice segment, traditionally referred to as
’Warming Up’. Unfortunately this has evolved into a lazy and sloppy activity. The ten minutes our kids
spend playing catch should be the most focused, most intense and most disciplined part of the practice.

This is the time when we as coaches have to be at our best, making sure each player is using proper
catching and throwing technique. When the team is playing catch there needs to be an adult or two
(coaches and/or parent helpers) standing behind each group of kids with extra balls in hand ready to
resupply kids when balls get past them.
One of the biggest time wasters in baseball practices is kids chasing after balls. We want every possible
moment of practice to involve skill building activities. When thrown balls are missed by the receiving
player an adult standing behind the row of players flips a new ball to the player that missed, so that
player gets right back in to working on their skills

Playing Catch Practice has three parts:
The first few minutes of this routine the kids throw from approximately 35’ and work on pitching
mechanics.
The next few minutes throw from approximately 60’ emphasizing the proper stance prior to receiving a
throw, footwork in preparation to receive a throw and proper receiving position.
Skill activity
(Proper technique for pitching, throwing, receiving throws and the additional drills that make up this
part of practice will be added to the Coaching Guide in soon.)
IV. Team Skills & Drills
Examples of activities include, Skill Station Rotation, Cuts-Relays, Fly Ball Communication, Rundowns,
Positional Responsibility Drills, Base Running, Mass Ground Balls and Fly Balls, etc.
V. Batting Practice - 'A 12 Player Drill'
This activity is often characterized by one kid batting and eleven kids standing out in the field shagging.
Those eleven other kids are often board and losing interest in the sport minute by minute. Batting
Practice is a ‘12 Player Drill’ that is structured so that the entire team is engaged, active and developing
skills throughout the activity. An entire section of the Coaching Guide is dedicated to describing how to
set up and run an proper Batting Practice. This will be added very soon.
VI. Scrimmage
‘Kids sign up to PLAY baseball, not to practice baseball’. Kids do understand that they need to practice to
develop their skills, but they also have a strong desire to PLAY.
Our goal as coaches is to create a practice environment that is FUN as well as active, efficient and
effective. It is strongly recommended that most every practice conclude with a scrimmage. A
scrimmage is not a willy-nilly activity, however. This is a controlled activity where teaching takes place
throughout.

While the kids are having FUN PLAYING, the scrimmage serves as a great teaching and learning tool.
Following each play, the coaches acknowledge things kids did correctly and instruct as needed. These
teaching periods should be brief, 10-20 seconds; keep the game moving!

Progression of Teaching
Some of the content near the bottom of the list below will be moved to other areas of the site. The
relevant information is that has numbers to the right of the drills and activities.
The numbers indicate in which practice the drill or activity can be found on the 'Practice Plans' page.
The purpose of this list is to provide a coach with a guide to which skills and concepts to teach first and a
logical progression of teaching where each activity builds off those preceding.
The ordering of the list can be debated; I have been rearranging it for years now, but am confident that,
as it now stands, it is pretty solid.
It is important to note, especially for coaches working with kids ages 10 and under, that introducing all
the contents in the list in one season is not a goal to be concerned with; start at the beginning and
progress with your team at a pace that they and you are comfortable with and confident.
It is about a three year process for the players (and coach) to gain a somewhat solid grasp of the game,
its concepts and skills. The information on this site is not intended to be consumed in one season. It is a
'guide' for a coach to follow year after year as they progress through the different levels of play.
Beginner and novice coaches don’t need to be in a rush to get through all the content. Getting the kids
solid in the basics (in the upper part of the list) will give them a good understanding of how to play the
game and set them up to get accomplished players given their age.
A veteran coach and coaches working with older players (10 and above) may move through the content
quicker than is laid out in the practice plans. It is still important, however, to review and drill these
players in the most basic content. Playing the game well and executing more advanced concepts will
always be built off the most basic aspects of the game.
Regardless of a coaches experience or the age of their players the Progression of Teaching section below
('Progression of Practice Content') will serve as a checklist throughout the year to make sure that each
detail of the game is taught

Progression of Practice Content

Practice Plans - Sequential Step-by-Step
The practice plans below are set up and paced for a mid-level player pitch team. These are to serve as a
guide. A coach can deviate based on the pace their players pick up on the content, the coach's personal
style and the specific needs of their team.
These plans introduce content in a thoughtful sequence where each practice provides a foundation for
the content taught in the next practice. Day 2 builds of Day 1, Day 3 builds of Day 2, etc. As practices
progress into the season 'new' content will, in most cases, be a combination of concepts and actions the
kids learned in earlier practices with one new aspect added.
The practice plans alternate between a 90 minute schedule and a 2-hour schedule. Many younger
teams only practice for 90 minutes; some older teams will go for two hours. There should not be any
feeling that everything listed in a practice must be completed on that day. Just add the stuff you don't
get to into the next days plan. Its not a race to teach the kids everything. Over the course of the season
every team will progress through the teaching content at a different pace.
Note: if we are successful in keeping our kids moving throughout our practices and recognize that the
last 20-30 minutes of practice is a scrimmage, many kids (even young ones) will stay engaged for two
hours AND want to practice for 2 hours. ...parents may have a different perspective and we need to
keep that in mind when deciding to practice for 2 hours.
The first four practice plans are posted. The content in the plans was covered in the Coaching Clinics
and should be fairly familiar to those who attended. Some activities in the plans can be better
understood given some supporting information. I will be adding this supporting information over the
next few days (written March 5).
The next practice plan (#5) is 'Teaching and Learning Batting Practice'. the first four practices do not
follow the Standard Practice Template. The objective of the first four practices is to teach the kids the
foundational concepts of defensive positional responsibilities, throwing and basic pitching mechanics,
the key focus points of playing catch (moving their feet to throw and catch), receiving throws at a base,
fielding, a few simple skill building drills, etc.
...and of course - SCRIMMAGE!
In many parts of the country we are still getting a lot of rain and most coaches will have to deal with wet
fields from time to time, but that is no reason to cancel a practice. Short of lighting or a real heavy
downpour we can still hold practice. The availability of, or use of, a diamond is not needed to run a
championship caliber practice.
Most of the activities in the practice plans can be run most anywhere, a gym, and outdoor covered
basketball court, a covered walkway or in a school yard or parking lot that is free of cars.
The parts of the practice plans that may need to be modified are batting practice and scrimmage.

BATTING PRACTICE (CLICK TO SEE A DESCRIPTION OF 'BATTING PRACTICE - A 12 PLAYER DRILL')
Use whiffle balls and shorten up the bases to 40'. At that distance the defensive players will get a
decent feel of the ball coming off the bat, will have the opportunity to work on their footwork and see
some fly balls. Give the kids the option of using their glove, however it is difficult to catch a whiffle ball
with a glove, so encourage them to try defense with no glove.
Split the team into two groups of six and set up two diamonds with two Batting practices going on at the
same time. Four kids play defense and follow the same approach as described in "Batting Practice - A 12
Player Drill". The other two kids bat and work on reacting to balls off the bat. After the batter
completes their swings they switch with the base runner. After they both get their swings, switch them
out with two of the kids on defense.

SCRIMMAGE
Again play using whiffle balls on a 40' diamond. The primary skills the kids are working on is base
coverage responsibilities and footwork involved with covering bases, receiving throws at a base and
fielding ground balls.
On the smaller diamond we only play with six players (split the team into two groups and have two
games going on at one time). I change the 'rules' slightly. We tell the players the TWO objectives on
defense are:
1. Execute their base coverage responsibilities.
2. Stop the runner. This is done by throwing the ball ahead of the runner. If there is any question the
ball will reach a base 4-5 steps ahead of the runner, they instead throw a full base ahead of the runner.
When the runner reaches their base and sees the ball being held by a defensive player at the next base
there is no question the runner cannot run any further.
To emphasize this fact the coach calls, "Time; rotate"
We have one batter, four infielders and a catcher. After the batter hits and runs the bases, all players
rotate. The infielders rotate from 3b to SS to 2b to 1b to C; the catcher is the next batter and the batterrunner moves to 3b.
Note: The catcher DOES NOT squat right behind home plate. Set a marker 10'-15' behind the plate
where the catcher stands while the batter is swinging the bat. After the batter drops the bat, the
catcher runs up to their 'position' a step in front of home plate. From there the Catcher works on their
leadership and decision making skills by calling to the defense where to throw the ball.
The catcher MUST were a helmet (to protect them from a flying bat), ideally one with a face guard.

On the first day, like the first day of any new activity, this scrimmage format will be a bit wonky. Once
the kids get the idea of 'get the runner out' out of their heads and grasp the concept of 'stop the
runner', the drill starts running clean and fast. Expect to get 2-3 batters hitting and running the bases
per minute.
This format of scrimmage also gets the kids in tune to the idea that "The runner is safe a lot" in any
baseball or softball game. But on each play we still must accomplish the goal of 'stopping the runner(s)'.
Given this realization the kids begin to feel empowered by the act of stopping the runner. When it
comes to real games, where the runner(s) is often safe, the players will recognize they have still
accomplished something by 'stopping the runner(s)'. And not giving away bases by making poor
throwing decisions resulting in overthrows and runners advancing further than they should have.

IMPORTANT NOTE: When working on wet pavement it is important to remind the kids that it is slippery
and in this situation they have to control their giddiness and move a bit slower and not try to stop and
change directions.
Practice #1
(Note: Practice can begin one hour prior to your assigned field time – a diamond is only needed for
Scrimmage)
Pre- Practice Whiffle Ball Batting - or any activity except kids playing catch on their own
(see ‘Coaching Guide - Info on This Page - Whiffle Ball Batting’)
0:00 - 0:10

Introductions – learn everyone’s name and where they go to school

0:10 - 0:20

Teach:
“Ready Position” prior to every throw and when each pitch is released in scrimmage
- Not optional – ‘football helmet’
Stance at a base prior to receiving a throw
- Not allowed to touch the base – “The base is for the runner, the ball is for the

defense”
- Stand on the side of the base; the same side the ball is coming from
--- First Baseman stands in front of the base, but does not touch the base
- “Ready Position” – never stretch before the ball has been thrown (and only on a
force)
Receiving a Throw at a Base (VIDEO: Receiving a Throw at a Base)

- “Move Feet to Catch”
- “Ball first, base second” – ‘The ball is the key to the base’
- “Look for other runners” – immediately after making the play at the base
0:20 - 0:25
the Run')

Underhand Toss (see 'Skill Building Warm-up - Fielding - Underhand Toss/throwing on
(VIDEO: Underhand Toss)

0:25 - 0:45
Movement”

Infield Base Coverage / Outfielders Backing up Bases – “Baseball/Softball is a Game of

(see 'Defensive Positional Responsibilities' page)
- Two groups of six players - 10 minutes at each station
0:45 - 0:50

<Break>

0:50 - 1:15

Playing Catch Practice – “The Most Important Part of the Day”
- 5 min

Receiving Throws
“Ready Position”
“Move Feet to Catch”
“Reach Forward to Catch”

- 10 min

Throwing Drills – Basic Mechanics (Note: head and momentum in

straight line)
Turn and Pull
Snap
Play Catch from 30’ – 40’
- 10 min

Throwing Drills – Footwork
Shuffle
Shuffle, Pull, Snap, momentum (“Follow your head”)
Play Catch from 60’ – “Move your feet to catch; move your feet to

throw”
1:15 – 1:35

Scrimmage

- Discipline/Correction Points:
--> 1. Infield Base Coverage, 2. Backing up Bases – Outfield
(see 'Defensive Positional Responsibilities' page)
- Coach pitches from 20’-30’, pitcher plays from rubber. One batter, runners at
1st & 2nd; nine position players
- Each batter bats one time. After the first three bat, switch them to defense

1:35 – 1:40

Wrap-up:

“Baseball/Softball is a Game of Movement”

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Practice #2
(Note: start practice 30 minutes prior to your assigned field time – don’t need the field except for PFP &
Scrimmage)

Pre- Practice

Whiffle Ball Batting - or any activity except kids playing catch on their own
(see ‘Coaching Guide - Info on This Page - Whiffle Ball Batting’)

0:10 - 0:20

Teach:
“Ready Position” prior to every throw and when each pitch is released in scrimmage
Not optional – ‘football helmet’ (review)
Stance at a base prior to receiving a throw
See Practice #1 (review)
Receiving a Throw
See Practice #1 (review)
Three Rules for Individuals on Defense (NEW) see Rules for Defensive:
1. Ball, 2. Base, Back up

0:20 - 0:25
Run')

Underhand Toss (see 'Skill Building Warm-up - Fielding - Underhand Toss/throwing on the

(VIDEO: Underhand Toss)
0:25 - 0:35
Movement”

Infield Base Coverage / Outfielders Backing up Bases – “Baseball/Softball is a Game of

(see 'Defensive Positional Responsibilities' page)
Two groups of six players - 5 minutes at each station
0:35 – 0:50

Receiving a Throw at a Base
(Skill Building Warm up page, found under 'Receiving Throws at a Base')
(VIDEO: Receiving a Throw at a Base)

0:50 - 0:55
0:55 - 1:15

<Break>

(this is an opportunity for coaches to talk over the second half of practice)

Playing Catch Practice – “The Most Important Part of the Day”
5 min

Receiving Throws
See Practice #1 (review)

15 min

Throwing Drills – Basic Mechanics (Note: head and momentum in straight

line)
See Practice #1 (review)
Throwing Drills – Footwork
See Practice #1 (review)
1:15 – 1:30

Pitcher’s Fielding Practice (“PFP”) – Teach: “Turn Glove Side” (see Drills page)
(VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)
1-3 Play – pitcher fielding; underhand toss to first base
1-6 Play – Pitcher fielding; overhand throw to second base (“Move Feet to

Throw”)
(see Drills page, ‘Pitchers Fielding Practice – Three Groups’)

Note: we only run this drill with two groups the first couple of time (instead of three as shown in the drill
diagram). There is too much going on with three groups; wait 'til the kids get accustomed to the
environment before running the drill w/three groups.
1:30 – 1:55

Scrimmage:
Teach:
--- Positioning: 1. Infielders: 15’ from the base, 2. LF/RF: half way between the

bases in front of you
Discipline/Correction Points:
--- 1. Defense Positioning, 2. Infield and Outfield Movement, 3. Receiving a
Throw at a Base
Coach pitches from 20’-30’, pitcher plays from rubber.
One batter; runners at 1st & 2nd; nine position players
Each batter bats 2x. After the first three players bat, switch them to defense
Change all players’ defensive position
1:55 – 2:00

Wrap-up:

“Baseball/Softball is a Game of Movement”

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Practice #3
(Note: start practice 15-30 minutes prior to your assigned field time – don’t need the field except for
Scrimmage)

Pre- Practice

Whiffle Ball Batting (or any activity except kids playing catch on their own)

0:00 - 0:10

Teach: Ground Ball Footwork

0:10 - 0:20

20’ Ground Balls (see Skill Building Warm-up - 'Fielding')
(VIDEO: 20’ Ground Balls)

- "Fielding")

(3 min)

Group 1: Balls to their LEFT

(3 min)

Group 2: 6-4 Play - shortstop to second baseman (Skill Building Warm-up

(3 min)
0:20 - 0:30

Group 3: Balls to their RIGHT

Toss Drills (fly balls) - angling in (see Skill Building Warm-up "Fielding")
(VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)

0:30 - 0:35

<Break>

0:35 - 0:40
movement

Receiving Throws (“Move Feet to Catch) - review teaching and run the kids through the

1. “Ready Position”
2. “Move Feet to Catch”
3. “Reach Forward to Catch”
0:40 - 0:55

Throwing Mechanics (review)
(7 min.)

Playing Catch @ 30’-35’ - step and throw (see Playing Catch Practice)
Teaching/Focus Points:
1. Ready Position to Catch
2. Focus on glove elbow: glove elbow up (on stride) and pull

(1 min.)

TALK: “Playing Catch Practice – the most important part of the day”

(7 min.)

Throwing Drills (review) - “Move Feet to Throw”
- Shuffle
- Shuffle, Pull, Snap, Momentum (“Follow your head”)
Playing Catch @ 60’
- RULE: You ARE NOT allowed to throw the ball if your partner is not in

a “Ready Position”
- Objectives/Focus: Footwork: “Move feet to catch, Move feet to
throw”
- Coach Mindset:
caught balls, result
(movement)

Good throws and an increased percentage of
good footwork

0:55 - 1:05

Defense Positional Movement (players switch groups after 5 minutes)
Group 1: Infield Base Coverage (see Defensive Positional Responsibilities page)
Group 2: Outfield - Backing up Bases (see Defensive Positional Responsibilities page)

1:15 - 1:35

Scrimmage --- each batter bats 1x (see Defensive Positional Responsibilities page)
Teach:

--- LF/RF have two bases to back up (some throwing angles to second base go more
toward the LF or RF than the CF
--- Discipline/Correction Points:
-->- same as Practice #2
--- LF/RF be aware of when backing up second base is the priority
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Practice #4
(Note: practice can begin 1 hour prior to your assigned field time – don’t need the field except for
Scrimmage)

Pre- Practice Whiffle Ball Batting (found on ‘Coaching Guide’ page)
0:00 - 0:05
'Fielding')

Underhand Toss / Throwing on the Run (Skill building Warm-up page; found under

(VIDEO: Underhand Toss)
0:05 - 0:15

20’ Ground Balls

(Skill building Warm-up page; found under 'Fielding')
(VIDEO: 20’ Ground Balls)

(3 min) Group 1: balls to their LEFT
(3 min) Group 2: balls to their RIGHT
(3 min) Group 3: 4-6 underhand toss (Shortstop to the second baseman)
0:15 - 0:25

Receiving a Throw at a Base - “Cover the base with your eyes”

Tag Play at Third Base (Skill Building Warm up page, found under 'Receiving Throws at
a Base')
(VIDEO: Receiving a Throw at a Base)
0:25 - 0:35

Pitcher Defensive Responsibilities, Balls hit to the infield
1. Ball, 2. Base, 3. Back-up (working in a straight line toward first/third base (L/R)
3-1 play (cover the base)
(Defensive Positional Responsibilities: Pitchers Responsibilities - balls hit in the

infield)
(VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)
4-3 play (backing up the base)
(Defensive Positional Responsibilities: Pitchers Responsibilities - balls hit in the
infield)
(VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)
0:35 - 0:40

<Break>

0:40 - 1:15

Playing Catch Practice*

1:15 - 1:25
'Fielding')

Toss Drills (fly balls) - angling back (Skill building Warm-up page; found under

(VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)
(players MUST use proper throwing technique throwing back in to the coach –
“Move Feet”)
1:25 - 1:30

<Break>

1:30 - 1:55

Scrimmage (each batter bats 2x)
Teach:
- LF/RF have two bases to back up
(some throwing angles to second base go more toward the LF or RF than the

CF
Discipline/Correction Points:

- same as Practice #2
- LF/RF be aware of when backing up second base is the priority
1:55 - 2:00

Wrap-up: “Baseball/Softball is a Game of Movement”

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*Playing Catch Practice – Details of Content
(5) Teaching Batting
“You don’t swing the bat with your arms” – legs power the hands/wrists
“Your Legs Swing the Bat” – biggest muscles; they “Turn Fast”
(5) Drills
Twist
Turn back; Turn fast
(5) Teaching Throwing/Pitching Mechanics
“You don’t throw the ball with your arm” the big muscles in your legs and back
start the arm moving, delivering it to a point out in front of your head
Demonstrate the “Turn and Pull” action
(5) Drills
Turn & Pull (“Head is steering wheel”)
Wrist Action
Teeter-Totter
Rocking
(10) Pitching @ 30’-35’ (from Power Position)
- IMPORTANT: tell the players this will feel weird the first few times they pitch with
Rocking action

- IMPORTANT: tell the players they are not to throw hard like a game; natural/playing
catch speed
‘Rock, Rock, Turn & Pull’
‘Rock, Rock, Pull and Snap’
(5) Position Player Throwing and Receiving - “Move feet to catch and throw”

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Practice #5
TEACHING AND LEARNING HOW BATTING PRACTICE IS STRUCTURED
“Batting Practice is a 12 Player Drill”

Pre-practice

Whiffle Ball Batting (found on ‘Coaching Guide’ page)

0:00 - 0:15

Skill Building Warm-up

-

20’ Ground Balls (see 'Skill Building Warm-up - Fielding - 20' Ground Balls")
(VIDEO: 20’ Ground Balls)

-

Toss Drills - angling in (Skill Building Warm-up - "Fielding")
(VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)

-

Infield Base Coverage (4 – 1 = 3) (see Defensive Positional Responsibilities page)
0:15 - 0:25

Playing Catch Practice

-

Pitching Using the Rocking action

-

Positional Player playing catch footwork – “Move feet to catch, move feet to throw”

0:25 - 0:30

<Break>

0:30 - 1:30

Introduce and teach the kids and coaches how batting practice is run

(see the 'Batting Practice' page)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Practice #6
(Note: the first activities of practice do not require access to a diamond - this allows a team to start this
practice 45 minutes prior to their assigned field time.)

Pre- Practice Whiffle Ball Batting (found on ‘Coaching Guide’ page)
0:00 - 0:10 Teach running through first base and how the drill is run (Skill Building Warm-up page –
‘Base Running’)
0:10 - 0:20

Skill Building Warm-up
1..…Running Through First Base (Skill Building Warm-up page – ‘Base Running’)
2…..Toss Drills - angling in (Skill Building Warm-up page – ‘Fielding’)
(VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)
3…..4-1 Play (see Skill Building Warm-up - Pitchers Fielding)
(VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)

0:20 - 0:35

Playing Catch Practice
(5 min) Batting & Throwing Drills
(5 min) Pitching using Rocking action – ‘Rock, Turn and Pull’; ‘Rock, Pull and Turn’
(5 min) Position Player actions – “Move feet to throw, move feet to catch”

0:35 - 0:40

Teach: ‘Catch, Tag, Power Position” (see Playing Catch Practice - Part III)

0:40 - 0:45

Drill: ‘Catch, Tag, Power Position’

0:45 - 0:50

<Break>

0:50 – 1:10

Mass Ground Balls and Fly Balls (see Drills page)
(VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)

(This is the introductory day and will take extra time to teach and get a feel for the flow
of the drill.
Ultimately this becomes a 15 minute activity)
1:10 – 2:00

Batting Practice – “A 12 Player Drill” (video)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Practice #7
(Note: the first activities of practice do not require access to a diamond - this allows a team to start
this practice 30 minutes prior to their assigned field time.)

Pre- Practice
0:00 - 0:10

Whiffle Ball Batting (found on ‘Coaching Guide’ page)
Skill Building Warm-up
1..…20’ Ground Balls: 6-4 Play (Skill Building Warm-up page – ‘Fielding’)
(For both drills below - VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)
2…..1-5 Play (see Skill Building Warm-up - Pitchers Fielding)
3…..5-1 Play (see Skill Building Warm-up - Pitchers Fielding)

0:10 - 0:15

Teach ‘Catch, Tag, Power Position’ Drill (see Playing Catch Practice - Part III)

0:15 - 0:30

Playing Catch Practice
(4 min) Batting & Throwing Drills
(4 min) Pitching using Rocking action – ‘Rock, Turn and Pull’; ‘Rock, Pull and Turn’
(4 min) Position Player actions – “Move feet to throw, move feet to catch”
(3 min) ‘Catch, Tag, Power Position’ Drill (see Playing Catch Practice page – part III)

0:30 - 0:35

<Break>

0:35 - 0:40

Teach: “Step Across” throwing footwork for corner infielders throwing to second base
(see Drills page - 'Three Groups Drills', below the first of the three drill diagrams)

0:40 - 0:55

Team Drills - ‘Three Groups Drills' (see Drills page - 'Three Groups Drills')
(For all three drills below - VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)
1…..3-6 Play (first baseman throwing to shortstop)
2…..5-4 Play (third baseman throwing to second baseman)
3…..4-3 Play (second baseman throwing to first w/pitcher backing up the base)

0:55 – 1:05

Teach/Review Defensive Positional Responsibilities
Teach: Catcher’s Three Defensive Responsibilities

1…..Holler to the defense, prior to each new batter: 1. Number of outs, and 2.
Location of Base Runners
2…..While the ball is in play, call out where the ball is to be thrown
3…..On relays to home, communicate with the pitcher
Review: Pitcher’s three defensive responsibilities on balls hit in the infield
(Defensive Positional Responsibilities: Pitchers Responsibilities - balls hit in the infield)
1. Ball, 2. Base, 3. Back-up
Teach: Pitcher three defensive responsibilities on balls hit in the outfield
(Defensive Positional Responsibilities: Pitchers Responsibilities – balls hit in the
outfield)
1…..“(Always) move towards the ball”
2…..Back up all throws coming in from the outfield
3…..Cut-Relay player on throws to home plate
Review/Define: Outfielders Thee Defensive Responsibilities
(see Defensive Positional Responsibilities)
1…..Chase balls hit in the outfield
2…..Chase balls hit to the two infielders in front of you – primarily the LF and RF

(we don’t know for sure the infielder will stop the ball from coming to
the outfield)
3…..Back-up a base
1:05 – 1:30

Scrimmage

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Practice #8
(Note: the first activities of practice do not require access to a diamond - this allows
a team to start this practice 30 minutes prior to their assigned field time.)

Pre-Practice

Whiffle Ball Batting (found on ‘Coaching Guide’ page)

0:00 - 0:05

Teach Drop Step Routine (Skill Building Warm-up page – ‘Fielding’)

0:05 - 0:15

Skill Building Warm-up
(For all three drills below - VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)
1. Toss Drills - Drop step, going back
2. Toss Drills - Drop step, going back
3. Toss Drills - Pop flies, fielder coming in (Skill Building Warm-up page – ‘Fielding’)

0:15 - 0:30

Playing Catch Practice
(5 min) Batting and Pitching Drills
(4 min) Pitching using Rocking action – ‘Rock, Turn and Pull’; ‘Rock, Pull and Snap’
(4 min) Position Player actions – “Move feet to throw, move feet to catch”
(2 min) Catch, Tag, Power Position (see Playing Catch Practice - Part III)

0:30 - 0:35

Review: “Turn Glove Side” (see Coaching Guide page - ‘Teaching Points’)

0:35 - 0:50

Three Groups Drills (see Drills page - 'Three Groups Drills')
(For all three drills below - VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)

1. 1-3 Play (bunt)
2. 1-6 Play – “Turn Glove Side”
3. Shortstop going back on a fly ball (“Drop Step”)
0:50 - 0:55

<Break>

0:55 - 1:35

Batting Practice – “A 12 Player Drill”

1:35 - 1:40

Teach:

(video)

Middle infielders movement on balls hit to the outfield
(see Defensive Responsibilities page – ‘Middle Infield Movement on Balls Hit to the
OF’)
Players in the middle of the field (SS, 2b, P) - “Always move towards the ball”
(see Defensive Positional Responsibilities page – ‘SS, 2b, P – Always move towards the
ball’)

1:40 – 2:00

Scrimmage

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Practice #9
(Note: the first activities of practice do not require access to a diamond - this
allows a team to start this practice one hour prior to their assigned field time.)

Pre-Practice Whiffle Ball Batting (found on ‘Coaching Guide’ page)
0:00 - 0:10

Skill Building Warm-up
1. Infield Base Coverage (see Defensive Positional Responsibilities - 'Infield Base

Coverage'')
2. Pitchers Backing up Bases (see Defensive Positional Responsibilities - 'Pitchers
Backing-up Bases')

3. Catch, Tag and Throw using underhand toss - on mini diamond (see Drills page 'Catch, Tag and Throw')
0:10 - 0:15

Teach: Cut-Relay Footwork Drill

0:15 - 0:30

Playing Catch Practice
(4 min) Batting & Throwing Drills
(4 min) Pitching using Rocking action – ‘Rock, Turn and Pull’; ‘Rock, Pull and Turn’
(4 min) Position Player actions – “Move feet to throw, move feet to catch”

(3 min) Cut-Relay Player Footwork Drill (see Playing Catch Practice page Part III - 'Cut
Relay Footwork')
0:30 - 0:35

<Break>

0:35 - 0:40

Teach: Cut-Relay to Home on Mini Diamond (see Drills page - 'Cut-Relay to Home')

0:40 - 0:55

Drill: Cut-Relay to Home on Mini Diamond
- Two groups of six working on two separate mini diamonds

0:55 - 1:00

Teach:
Three Team Defensive Responsibilities:
1. Stop the ball
2. Stop the runner(s)
RULE: “Not allowed to throw the ball overhand after runners stop trying to advance”
3. “Get the ball to the middle of the infield” (to pitcher)
(see Defensive Responsibilities, RULES - ‘Getting the Ball In To the Pitcher’)

1:00 - 1:30

Scrimmage

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Practice #10
(Note: the first activities of practice do not require access to a diamond; base running
can be done using throw down bases - this allows a team to start this practice 30 minutes
prior to their assigned field time.)

Pre- Practice Whiffle Ball Batting (found on ‘Coaching Guide’ page)
0:00 - 0:10

Skill Building Warm-up - Base Running
Teach: Proper running path to the base and where to touch the base when making a turn
Teach: Batter/Base Runner always is wanting to go 'two bases' on a ball hit to the outfield
…until the defense forces them to stop after only going one base.
Drill: Touches & Turns – Three Groups (see SBW, Base running ‘Touches & Turns - Three

Groups’)
Group 1 – first base to third base
Group 2 – second base to home
Group 3 – home to second
…players rotate between groups
0:10 - 0:20

Playing Catch Practice
(1 min) Batting & Throwing Drills (2 each; sets of 5)
(3 min) Pitching using Rocking action – ‘Rock, Turn and Pull’; ‘Rock, Pull and Turn’
(4 min) Position Player actions – “Move feet to throw, move feet to catch”
(2 min) Cut-Relay Player Footwork Drill (see Playing Catch Practice page Part III -

'Cut Relay Footwork')
0:25 - 0:30

Review: Cut-Relay Drill on Mini Diamond

0:30 - 0:50

Team Drills

Group 1 (six players): Cut-Relay Drill on Mini Diamond (laid out in center field)
(see Drills page - 'Cut-Relay to Home')
Group 2 (six players): Shortstop overthrow w/RF backing up
(see Drills page - ‘Shortstop Overthrow of First Base w/RF Backing-up’)
(VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)
…groups switch after 10 minutes
0:50 - 0:55

<break>

0:55 - 1:30

Batting Practice

1:30 - 1:35

Teach ‘Getting The Ball In To The Pitcher’ (see Defensive Responsibilities – ‘Rules…’)

1:35 - 2:00

Scrimmage

(video: 'Batting Practice - A 12-Player Drill)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Practice #11
Pre-Practice Whiffle Ball Batting (found on ‘Coaching Guide’ page)
0:00 - 0:10

Skill Building Warm-up
Teach: The three players in the middle of the field (P, SS, 2B)
– “Always move towards the ball"
(see Defensive Positional Responsibilities - "SS, 2b, P -Always Move Towards the

Ball")
Teach/Review: Middle Infield Movement on balls to CF (shortstop goes out; second
baseman covers the bag)
Drill: Middle Infield Movement on balls hit to the outfield (all three groups do the same
drill - no need to rotate)
0:10 - 0:20

Playing Catch Practice
(1 min) Batting & Throwing Drills (2 each; sets of 5)
(3 min) Pitching using Rocking action – ‘Rock, Turn and Pull’; ‘Rock, Pull and Turn’

(4 min) Position Player actions – “Move feet to throw, move feet to catch”
(2 min) Cut-Relay Player Footwork Drill (see Playing Catch Practice page Part III - 'Cut
Relay Footwork')
0:20 - 0:35

Team Drills
--- > Mass Ground Balls and Fly Balls (see Drills page)
(VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)

0:35 - 0:40

<break>

0:40 - 1:10

Batting Practice

1:10 - 1:35

Scrimmage

(Video)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Practice #12
Pre-Practice Whiffle Ball Batting (found on ‘Coaching Guide’ page)
0:00 - 0:10

Skill Building Warm-up

1. SS/2b Movement on Balls to OF – emphasis on CF (see SBW - ‘Defensive
Responsibilities’)
2. Base Running -Turns & Touches (see SBW - 'Base Running')
3. 6-5 play with Pitchers backing-up (see SBW - 'Pitchers Fielding')
(VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)
0:10 - 0:20

Playing Catch Practice
Batting and Throwing Drills
Pitching Practice
Position Player Actions – “Move feet to throw, move feet to catch”
Catch, Tag, Power Position (see Playing Catch Practice page – ‘Catch, Tag, Power

Position’)
0:20 - 0:25

Teach: Receiving Throws at a Base - Force Play (see SBW - ‘Receiving Throws at a Base’)

0:25 - 0:40

Team Defense – three groups (this is run on your regular size diamond)
1. Receiving Throws at a Base - Force Play @ First Base
(For both drills below - VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)
2. 1-6 Play - "Turn Glove Side” (see SBW - ‘Pitchers Fielding’)
3. 1-5 Play (see SBW - ‘Pitchers Fielding’)

0:40 - 0:45 Teach Sliding (see Drills page - ‘Sliding’)
- Sit in ‘figure four’ position (player determine which leg they slide on)
- ‘Roller Coaster’
0:45 - 0:55 Sliding Practice
0:55 - 1:00 <Break>
1:00 - 1:30

Batting Practice – “A 12 Player Drill”

(Video)

1:30 - 1:35

Teach/Review: (see Defensive Responsibilities page - ‘Rules’)
Three Individual Defensive Responsibilities: 1. Ball, 2. Base, 3. Back-up
***Outfielders Responsibilities (RF/LF) (see Defensive Responsibilities page - ‘Full

Team Movement’)
1. Chase balls hit to the outfield
2. Back-up ground balls hit to the two players in front of them (Pitcher backs
up corner base)
3. Back-up a base
Catchers ‘Position’ is in front of home plate (see Defensive Responsibilities page,
“Rules…” ‘Catcher’s Responsibilities’)
1…. Call out number of outs and location of runners before each new batter
2…. Holler to defense where to throw the ball during the play
3…. Communication with pitcher on cut-relay plays to home
1:35 - 2:00 Scrimmage

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Practice #13
Pre-Practice
0:00 - 0:10

Whiffle Ball Batting (found on ‘Coaching Guide’ page)
Skill Building Warm-up
1. Throwing on the Run (Skill Building Warm-up page – ‘Fielding’)
2. Side Shuffle Playing Catch (Skill Building Warm-up page – ‘Fielding’)
3. Catch, Tag and Throw using underhand toss - on mini diamond
(SEE SKILL BUILDING WARM UP - 'RECEIVING THROWS AT A BASE' SECTION)

0:10 - 0:20

Playing Catch Practice
Batting & Throwing Drills
Pitching Practice
Position Player Actions – “Move feet to throw, move feet to catch”
Cut-Relay Player Footwork Drill (see Playing Catch Practice page Part III - 'Cut Relay

Footwork')
0:20 - 0:35

Team Drills
Mass Ground Balls and Fly Balls (see Drills page )
(VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)

0:35 - 0:40

<Break>

0:40 - 1:05

Batting Practice – “A 12 Player Drill”

1:05 - 1:30

Scrimmage

(Video)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Practice #14
Pre-Practice Whiffle Ball Batting (found on ‘Coaching Guide’ page)

0:00 - 0:10

Skill Building Warm-up
(For the first two drills below - VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)
1. 6-1 Play (see SBW, ‘Pitchers Fielding’)
2. 6-5 Play (w/pitcher backing up) (see SBW, ‘Pitchers Fielding’)
3. 20’ ground Balls (see "Skill Building Warm up - Fielding - 20' Ground Balls")
(VIDEO: 20’ Ground Balls)

}0:10 - 0:25

Playing Catch Practice
Batting and Throwing Drills
Pitching Practice
Position Player Actions – “Move feet to throw, move feet to catch”
Replaying The Ball (Teach this action…this is the reason for extra 5 minutes)
(see Playing Catch Practice Page, Part III – 'Replaying the Ball’)

0:25 - 0:45

Team Drills - part I
Group 1: SS Overthrows, RF Backing up (see Drills page)
(VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)
Group 2: Catch, Tag & Throw (limit # of throws to 15-20 each player) (see Drills page)
Toss Drills angling back …if time (if good job w/footwork on C, T, T and we got

enough good reps)
(VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)
0:45 - 0:50

<break>

0:50 - 1:10

Team Drills - part II
Two Bases Relay Game - Runner Scoring From Second Base (see Drills page)
(VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)

1:10 - 1:35

Batting Practice

1:35 - 1:40

Teach/Review:

(Video: ‘Batting Practice – A 12-Player Drill’)

Three Team Defensive Responsibilities
1. Stop the ball
2. Stop the runner(s) - RULE: “Not allowed to throw the ball overhand after runners
stop trying to advance”
3. “Get the ball to the middle of the infield” (to pitcher)
(see Defensive Responsibilities, RULES - ‘Getting the Ball In To the Pitcher’)
1:40 - 2:00

Scrimmage

Practice #15
Pre-Practice Whiffle Ball Batting (found on ‘Coaching Guide’ page)
0:00 - 0:10

Skill Building Warm-up
1. Base Running - Through First Base (see SBW, ‘Base Running’)
2. Outfielders Backing up Bases (see SBW, ‘Defensive Responsibilities’)
3. Side Shuffle Throwing with a Partner (see SBW, ‘Fielding’)

0:10 - 0:20 Playing Catch Practice
Batting and Throwing Drills
Pitching Practice
Position Player Actions – “Move feet to throw, move feet to catch”
Replaying the Ball (see Playing Catch Practice page Part III - 'Replaying the Ball')
0:20 - 0:25

<break>

0:25 - 0:40 Team Drills: Mass Ground Balls & Fly Balls (see Drills page)
(VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)
0:40 - 1:05

Batting Practice

1:05 - 1:30

Scrimmage

(Video: ‘Batting Practice – A 12-Player Drill’)

Practice #16
Pre- Practice Whiffle Ball Batting (see ‘Coaching Guide - Table of Contents - Info on This Page - Whiffle
Ball Batting’)
0:00 - 0:05 Teach: Wild Pitch/Passed Ball Communication (see Skill Building Warm-up - 'Receiving
Throws at a Base')
0:05 - 0:15

Skill Building Warm-up
(For the first two drills below - VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)
1. 3-1 Play (see SBW – ‘Pitchers Fielding’)
2. 5-1 Play (see SBW – ‘Pitchers Fielding’)
3. Wild Pitch / Passed Ball Communication (see Drills page)

0:10 - 0:20

Playing Catch Practice
Batting & Throwing Drills (2 each; sets of 5)
Pitching using Rocking action
Position Player actions – “Move feet to throw, move feet to catch”

Cut-Relay Player Footwork Drill (see Playing Catch Practice page Part III - 'Cut, Relay
Player Footwork')
0:20 - 0:30

Team Drills - part I
Fly Ball Communication (see Drills page)

0:30 - 0:50

Team Drills - part II
Two Bases Relay Game – runner scoring from second base (see Drills page)
(VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)

0:50 - 0:55

<break>

0:55 - 1:20

Bating Practice

1:20 - 1:25

Review:

(Video: ‘Batting Practice – A 12-Player Drill’)

Defensive Rules, Positional Responsibilities, Communication - as needed

1:25 - 2:00

Scrimmage

Practice #17
Pre-Practice Wiffle Ball Batting (see ‘Coaching Guide - Table of Contents - Info on This Page - Whiffle
Ball Batting’)
0:00 - 0:10

Skill Building Warm-up
1. Receiving Throws at a Base - force (see SBW - ‘Receiving Throws at a Base’)
2. Receiving Throws at a Base - tag (see SBW - ‘Receiving Throws at a Base’)
(VIDEO: Receiving a Throw at a Base - tag play)
3. 20’ Ground Balls - backhand (see 'SBW - Fielding - 20’ Ground Balls')
(VIDEO: 20’ Ground Balls)

0:10 - 0:20

Playing Catch Practice
Batting and Throwing Drills
Pitching Practice
Position Player Actions – “Move feet to throw, move feet to catch”
Catch, Tag, Power Position (see Playing Catch Practice - Part III)

0:20 - 0:25

<break>

0:25 - 0:45

Rundowns - Introduction (see Drills page – ‘Rundown – Ambush’)

0:45 - 1:15

Batting Practice

1:15 - 1:35

Scrimmage

(Video: ‘Batting Practice – A 12-Player Drill’)

Practice #18
Pre- Practice Whiffle Ball Batting (see ‘Coaching Guide - Table of Contents - Info on This Page - Whiffle
Ball Batting’)
0:00 - 0:10

Skill Building Warm-up

1. One Hop Drill (see SBW ‘One Hop Drill’)
2. Toss Drills - Angling In (see SBW ‘Toss Drills - Angling In’)
(VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)
3. Throwing on the Run (see SBW ‘Underhand Toss / Throwing on the Run’)
0:10 - 0:20

Playing Catch Practice
Batting & Throwing Drills
Pitching Practice
Position Player Actions – “Move feet to catch, move feet to throw”
Recovering Balls (see ‘Playing Catch Practice - Part III, Recovering Balls’)

0:20 - 0:25

<break>

0:25 - 0:40

Rundowns - “Ambush” (see ‘Drills - Rundowns’)

0:40 - 0:55

Mass Ground Balls and Fly Balls (see ‘Drills – Mass Ground Balls and Fly Balls’)
(VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)

0:55 - 1:00

<break>

1:00 - 1:30

Batting Practice

1:30 - 2:00

Scrimmage

(Video: ‘Batting Practice – A 12-Player Drill’)

Practice #19
Pre-Practice Wiffle Ball Batting (see ‘Coaching Guide - Table of Contents - Info on This Page - Whiffle
Ball Batting’)
0:00 - 0:10

Skill Building Warm-up
(For all three drills below - VIDEO: Delivering Balls in Drills)
1. 1-2 Play
2. 3-1 Play
3. 5-1 Play

0:10 - 0:20 Playing Catch Practice
Batting and Throwing Drills
Pitching Practice
Position Player Actions – “Move feet to throw, move feet to catch”
Recovering Ground Balls (see ‘Playing Catch Practice - Part III, Recovering Balls’)
0:20 - 0:25

<break>

0:25 - 0:45

Ground Ball Communication (see 'Drills - Ground Ball and Base Coverage Communication’)
- 10 minutes: three drills involving Pitchers
- 10 minutes: three drills involving SS and/or 2b

0:45 - 1:15

Batting Practice

1:15 - 1:35

Scrimmage

(Video: ‘Batting Practice – A 12-Player Drill’)

Sample Practice Plans
It is important to prepare a written practice plan, with time designations for each activity, prior to every
practice. This section provides the standard practice template along with six sample practice plans;
three that are 90 minutes in length and three that are 2 hours.
These examples are based on you and your players understanding the foundational skills, concepts and
pace of activities (which is a result of having run through an activity 2-3 times). After getting through
your first 10 practices or so, these will be useful.
Right now they are helpful in painting a picture of what we are striving for in an efficient and productive
practice. Note: 'parent helpers' can play a significant role in helping you develop their kids' skills.
A key is to recognize that each practice follows the same pattern and flow. After looking at the practice
plans, pick one and look up the drill diagrams for that single practice. Drill diagrams are sorted (or will
be if not there now) by type i.e., 'Fielding', on their own pages in the Coaching Guide Folder.

Note: It will take a few practices before the coaches, adult assistants and kids get a feel for the flow of
the schedule. It is suggested that Batting Practice not be in the schedule the first 3-4 practices. This
allows extra time for the other segments of practice to run longer while everyone gets accustomed to
those. Whiffle Ball Batting Practice, which starts each day, gets the kids some swings. They also get some
swings during the scrimmage at the conclusion of practice.

Plan to set aside one practice, following those first few practices, and dedicate most of that day to
teaching the batting practice routine to the kids and other adults. Explain the routine, set up the three
groups. Run through the rotations slowly; continue to check to see that everyone, including yourself, is
correctly going through the task for their spot on the field. Take the time to stop and correct and give
direction as needed, so at the conclusion of the day everyone has an idea of what all players and
coaches are doing at each point on the field during batting practice.

(Practice Plans for Tee-Ball and Coach/Machine Pitch levels of play are not so detailed and often are only
60 or 75 minutes. These will be added to the site in March.)

Sample 90-Minute Practice Plans - Three Examples

Practice Plan Template - 90 Minutes
(0:10) - 0:00

Whiffle Ball Batting

0:00 – 0:10

Skill Building Warm-up

0:10 – 0:20

Playing Catch Practice

0:20 – 0:25

<Break>

0:25 – 0:40

Team Skills and Drills

0:40 – 1:05

Batting Practice

1:05 – 1:30

Scrimmage

Practice Plan, 90-minute - Example #1.jpg

Two Hour Practice Plans - Three Examples
Note: These are actually 90 minute practices with a 30 minute scrimmage at the end. Every practice
must end in a scrimmage - "Kids don't sign up to practice baseball, they sign up to PLAY baseball"

Practice Schedule Template - 2 hours
(0:10) - 0:00

Whiffle Ball Batting

0:00 – 0:10

Skill Building Warm-up

0:10 – 0:25

Playing Catch Practice

0:25 – 0:30

<Break>

0:30 – 0:50

Team Skills and Drills

0:50 – 0:55

<Break>

0:55 – 1:25

Batting Practice

1:25 – 2:00

Scrimmage

Rain Wet Day Practice (and when no diamond is available)
Make every effort to avoid cancelling practices unless there are extreme circumstances. Scout out your
neighborhood to identify covered areas; this includes 10’ wide covered walkways at buildings such as
schools, etc. A productive practice can be run using a covered walkway. Most, if not all, of the activities
below and be run on a concrete surface in a school yard. As you go through the list you will notice that
few practice activities require good weather, a field or a diamond.
Make it clear to parents that you have a rain day plan and that you have no plans of cancelling practices.

